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Idpa target scoring

Scoring in IDPA is pretty easy. It's based on time, with lower times better. You will often notice, especially in big races, that hundredths, or even thousandths, of a second can make the difference between finishing first and finishing back in the pack. So this is clearly a sport where seconds count. In
addition to the following, we also have a short, 12-page booklet titled IDPA scoring for Dummies that explains the following in a down to earth, humorous - everyday format. Raw timeYOur score for a stage starts with raw time. That's the time that passes from the moment the buzzer sounds until you fire
your last shot on stage. If you have good center-mass or head shots at any target, your rough time will take your time for the stage. If not, you will be judged with points down and other penalties as explained below. Points down penaltiesThe IDPA goal is divided into three scoring zones, marked -0, -1 and
-3. These numbers refer to points down, the total number of points available to the goal and are used as a convention to simplify scoring. All you need to know is that each point down adds 1/2 second to your rough time for the stage. Put all your photos in the -0 zone and you will be judged no penalties. If
you have a shot in the -0 and one in the -1, you have a point down and 1/2 second added. A hit in the -3 zone (3 points down) adds 1 1/2 seconds, and so on. And here's another catch. If you enable a target and don't place at least one round in the -0 or -1 zones, you'll be rated as not neutralizing the
dreaded one. Don't neutralize penaltiesIf you haven't put a round in the -0 or -1 zone, you haven't neutralized the threat – the bad guy can still fight back. The non-neutralization (FTN) penalty adds as much as 5 seconds to your time. This is a case when it makes sense to take a makeup shot if you need
to avoid an FTN. Hit on a non-threatThe unarmed man (the target with open hands) does not shoot. Each hit on a non-threat target adds 5 seconds to your time (for example, 2 hits on a non-threat adds 10 seconds). Also, if a round goes through a threat goal and strikes a non-threat goal (a shoot-
through), you get credit for the hit on the threat, but you will be penalized for all hits on the non-threat. Procedural penaltiesProcedural errors (POs), usually referred to as procedural, add 3 seconds to your rough time. Most procedural measures are assessed because a competitor does not follow the
instructions described in the fire description and walkthrough (COF). This may mean that you do not have to targets outside the order, from a stationary position is recorded when you need to move : the list goes on and on. If you make sure you're familiar with IDPA rules and that you understand the COF,
you'll be fine. You'll still. Always. procedural procedures - everyone does- but you'll be ok. Not doing penalty ProperlyIt doesn't do well (FTDR) is a 20-second match-killer penalty added to your rough time. Quoting the IDPA rulebook, the FTDR is assessed for any attempt to circumvent or endanger the
mind or motives of a phase through the use of inappropriate devices, equipment or techniques. [It] is judged on unsportsmanlike conduct, unfair actions, or the use of illegal equipment, which, in the opinion of the [match director], tends to make a caricature of the defensive shooting sport. FTDRs are rare,
but they do occur. Just follow the rules and stick to the principles of fair play and it'll be fine. Disqualification shooter can be disqualified from a match for a number of security-related violations. For example, pointing a gun, loaded or empty, at yourself or another person is reason for disqualification.
Dropping a loaded gun results in an automatic disqualification. Dealing with your gun if you are not the shooter and are not in a safe environment or under the supervision of a security officer you will be disqualified. A reckless disregard for the safety of yourself and others will also result in disqualification.
The last thing we want is to disqualify a shooter from a game, but the safety of everyone who shoots with us is our number one priority. Final scoresA major competitor has a scoresheet on which his or her times and penalties are recorded for each stage. At the end of the match, the scoresheets are
collected and the times and penalties are included in a software program that calculates and prints the final results sorted by division and classification. These results are emailed to everyone in the GMSA IDPA email list – and are posted on this site. That's where you'll see how you fared against others at
a similar skill level using similar equipment. This article needs additional quotes for verification. Help improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Unsourced material can be challenged and removed. Search sources: International Defensive Pistol Association – news · newspapers · books ·
scholar · JSTOR (April 2008) (Learn how and when to remove this template post) International Defensive Pistol AssociationJurisdiction InternationalAbbreviationIDPAFounded1996 (1996)HeadquartersBogata, Texas, USDirectorJoyce WilsonOfficial websiteidpa.comFounders: Bill Wilson, John Sayle, Ken
Hackathorn, Dick Thomas, Walt Rauch, Larry Vickers, and Aaron Licourt The International Defensive Pistol Association (IDPA), founded in 1996, is an organization based in Bogata, that has a shooting sport based on defensive gun techniques (IDPA), founded in 1996, is an organization based in Bogata,
Texas, that has a shooting sport based on defensive gun techniques (IDPA), founded in 1996, is an organization based in Bogata, Texas, that has a shooting sport based on defensive gun techniques (IDPA), founded in 1996, is an organization based in Bogata , Texas, which has a shooting sport based
on defensive gun techniques (IDPA), founded in 1996, is an organization based in Bogata, Texas, that has a shooting sport based on defensive gun techniques (IDPA), founded in 1996, has an organization based in Bogata, Texas, that has a shooting sport based on defensive gun techniques, using
equipment including full-charge service ammunition to solve simulated world self-defense scenarios. Shooters competing in defensive gun events are required to use practical use and holsters that are deemed suitable for self-defense use and concealment garment that can hide the gun out of sight of
bystanders. [1] The sport came about as a response to the alleged shortcomings in competitions organized by the United States Practical Shooting Association (USPSA) and the migration away from the use of common, un-customized handguns. [1] It was decided by the founders of IDPA (Bill Wilson,
John Sayle, Ken Hackathorn, Dick Thomas, Walt Rauch and Larry Vickers), that the USPSA competitions had become too far from the reality of defensive shooting situations, using elaborately modified guns, handmade ammunition, and speed-pulling holsters who had become impractical for self-defense.
The IDPA founders believed that USPSA competitions had become gear races, which depended heavily on a shooter's equipment rather than their ability. [1] [2] In order to keep the sport in line with the basic principles, permitted changes to the competition gear (including pistol or pistol caliber carbine)
are carefully regulated in IDPA. Ammunition capacity is limited compared to some other action shooting sports to keep the playing field level for competitors from states that prohibit higher capacity magazines. [3] Scoring scoring in each match is based on the time it takes to shoot the stage plus the time
added for any accumulated penalties. Penalties are given for poor marksmanship (i.e. posting hits outside the highest target area score), not using coverage, not following a Safety Officer's directions, or a violation of IDPA rules. The penalties range from one second per dropped point on targets to 20
seconds for a non-right turn that is a flagrant violation of IDPA rules, i.e. cheating or unsportsmanlike conduct. [4] Unlimited Scoring Most IDPA stages are scored using Unlimited Scoring (formerly known as Vickers Count), which means shooters can fire as many rounds as they deem necessary to make
the specified number of hits. The best hits on goal are the only ones that count for the score. [5] If a stage demands two hits on each target, a shooter can fire as many rounds as desired and no penalty will be given. Only the best two hits count. [4] Limited Scoring At a standard stage (an exercise meant
to test marksmen and gun handling skill as opposed to a scenario) it is common for the course of fire to specify limited scoring (formerly known as Limited-Vickers). On this type of stage, the shooter must not fire more than the number of specified rounds. Firing more rounds will earn a procedural and only
the lowest score hits on target, of the number specified in the course of the fire, are counted. [6] For example: a Limited Scoring phase requires two shots fired; The shooter fires a round in the -0 zone and a round in the -1 zone; if they fire again, hitting the -0 zone; when the target only the -0 and -1 zone
hits count. The makeup -0 shot will be discarded (not because it's the makeup, but because it's a higher score and the reasoning is there should be no possible benefit built up from not following the stage procedure) and the shooter will be assessed a procedural penalty for firing more shots than the
course requested. In addition, the shooter will also have added to their score by taking the time to fire the extra round. Points Down Originally, the IDPA goal was marked with two 5-point zones (head and 20 cm circle in the middle), a 4-point zone (a polygonal box around the circle) and a 2-point zone (the
outside edge of the goal). However, since scoring is not achieved by calculating points scored, but by subtracting points, the scoring zones came to display that system. [4] The current standard IDPA target is a cardboard humanoid shape with scoring zones perforated on the surface. There are two areas
marked as -0 or down zero (the head and middle mass of the body represented by a circle, which has been moved from its original position to higher in the target body, thus more close to the location of the heart and surrounding arteries) and two marked -1 (the area outside the -0 in the head and in the
body) and one marked-3. [4] Hits in each zone are added to the total points down. A goal that had two hits, with one hit in both the -1 and -3 zones would be scored as -4 and listed as down-4. Only the shooter's best hits are scored unless a phase is specified as Limited Scoring. A limited scoring phase
indicates the number of shots that can be made on a target. Additional shots taken along the specified number results in a procedural penalty, in addition to which only the lowest scoring shots are recorded. A miss on a goal is scored as down-5. [4] Points down are added directly to the total time it takes to
shoot the stage. Prior to 2017, the points were halved before adding to the time, with a 5-second non-neutralized penalty added for not getting at least one shot inside the down-0 or down-1 zones of a threat goal. [4] Sanctions Hit on Non-Threat (HNT) All targets identified with two open hands are
considered a non-threat. Shots that hit a non-threat into a scoring zone will result in a 5-second penalty being reviewed for each hit. Procedural error (PE) A procedural error is a 3-second penalty given for violating IDPA's rules or failure to follow the directions of a fire. Procedural procedural measures
may be assessed by the security officer for violations such as: Stepping up foot fault line while entering into a target on a Point of Cover Shooting targets in the wrong order Fails to follow the directions for the stage Abandoned ammunition behind after performing a tactical reload (reloading with retention)
Flagrant Penalty (FP) A A Punishment is given a 10-second penalty instead of a PE when a competitive advantage is worth more than the 3-second PE penalty obtained by an offense that would normally draw a PE. Flagrants can be assessed by the security officer (with the match director's approval) for
violations such as: Shooting with two hands when the directions call for a hand shooting Standing completely out of coverage when instructed to use coverage Loading more rounds in magazines than allowed Not to do justice (FTDR) A failure to do justice is a 20-second fine given for gross
unsportsmanlike conduct. This punishment can be highly subjective, and the security officer (with the approval of the match director) must establish that the shooter engaged in the action with a guilty mind–that he knowingly failed to do well. Because of the subjectivity of the call, the punishment is rarely
given. Receiving an all but guarantees the shooter will lose the game, or at least place low in his or her division. [4] FTDRs are specifically designed to address intentional rulebook violations that enable a competitor to gain a competitive advantage of more than 10 seconds. If the competitive advantage of
the rule violation can be denied with an FP or PE, then an FTDR may not be used. One of the few known examples of an FTDR of a sanctioned contest was for a competitor who, even after receiving multiple warnings, refused to paste targets to reset phases. Equipment Firearms IDPA currently
recognizes seven divisions of competition, with each division having different restrictions on firearms. The Revolver (REV) and Back-Up Gun (BUG) divisions are further divided into two subcategories each. [7] The rules for Pistol Caliber Carbine (PCC) division are provisional with May 2017. [8] As of
November 2018, Carry Optics (CO) is an official division in IDPA competitions. CO equipment rules follow ESP division equipment rules with the exception that the firearm with the optical may not exceed 45 grams. [9] In the following table, note that Max Rounds Loaded is an overall maximum for all
competitions. Instructions for a phase may require a lower number of rounds for that stage. In the semi-automatic divisions, this refers to the maximum number of rounds allowed to be loaded into the magazine. Unless the scene instructions are different, shooters can start with an extra round in the room.
Also note that Other Firearm restrictions only lists the main firearm restrictions for a division. For an exhaustive list of rules, see IDPA rules. Division/Subcategory Abbrev Type Caliber Min Power Factor (kgr·ft/s) Max Weight (oz) Barrel (in) Max Dimensions (in) Max Rounds Loaded Other Firearm
Restrictions Stock Service Pistol SSP Semi-automatic ≥ 9mm Parabellum 125 43.00 N/A 8.75 × 6 × 1.625 10 DAO, DA/SA, of spits-firedBij ten minste 20.000 geproduceerd of 2.000 per jaarMinimale jaarMinimale from stock Enhanced Service Pistol ESP Semi-automatic ≥ 9mm Parabellum 125 43.00 N/A
8.75 × 6 × 1.625 10 Custom Defensive Pistol CDP Semi-automatic .45 ACP 165 43.00 N/A 8.75 × 6 × 1.625 8 Compact Carry Pistol CCP Semi-automatic ≥ 9mm Parabellum 125 38.00 4.375 7.75 × 5.375 × 1.375 8 Stock Revolver REV-S Revolver ≥ .38 Special 105 43.00 4.25 N/A 6 Rimmed cartridges



onlyNo moon clipsMinimal modifications from stock Enhanced Revolver REV-E Revolver ≥ .357 Magnum 155 50.00 4.25 N/A 6 The maximum grip dimensions allowed are: F. 5.00 maximum height, measured from the bottom of the hammer opening in the frame to the bottom of the grip, 2 3/8 maximum
depth, 1 5/8 maximum width. Backup Gun Semiauto BUG-S Semi-Automatic ≥ .380 ACP 95 26.00 3.5 6.5 × 4,625 × 1,375 6 Backup-Up Gun Gun BUG-R Revolver ≥ × 38 × 4,625 × 1,375 5 Pistol Caliber Carbine PCC Semi Automatic 9mm Parabellum.357 SIG.357 40 S&amp;W10mm Auto.45 ACP 135
N/A N/A N/A 30 Designed to be fired from shoulderShoulder stock installed Carry Optics CO Semi-automatic ≥ 9mm Parabellum 125 45 N/A 8.75 × 6 × 1,625 10 Passive Optics (MRDS) must be attached directly to slide between the back of the sliding and ejection port and must not be mounted to the
frame in any way. Lasers can also be used as long as the firearm meets all other divisional criteria. Holsters A strong side holster is required Holster must hold the firearm with sufficient tension to allow the wearer to complete normal daily tasks without fear of losing the weapon, Except for law
enforcement officers competing using their duty equipment, the holster must wear concealable shoulder, ankle, appendix, or cross-draw holsters are not allowed due to safety concerns See also List of shooting sports organizations Shooting sports International Practical Shooting Confederation United
States Practical Shooting Association Notes and references ^ a b c Steier, David (2013). Guns 101: A beginner's guide to buying and owning firearms. Skyhorse Publishing Company, Incorporated. 138–139. ISBN 978-1-62636-971-9. ^ Sweeney, Patrick (2009). Gun Digest Big Fat Book from the .45 ACP.
Iola, Wisconsin: Gun Digest Books. 367–368. ISBN 1-4402-2403-X. ^ Equipment and Competition Rules of the International Defensive Pistol Association, Inc. (PDF). 2005-04-15. Archived from the original (PDF) on 2007-03-20. Retrieved 2007-04-17. Depending on the distribution, limits can be 10, 8, or 5
rounds for semi-automatics (plus one in the room), and 6 for revolvers. ^ a b c d e f g Golob, Julie (2013). Shoot: Your guide to shooting and competition. Skyhorse Publishing Company, Incorporated. 135–140. ISBN 978-1-62636-607-7. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Externe links International Defensive Pistol Association
Official Forum of the IDPA Official Scoring Provider of the IDPA Arranging IDPA matches Shoot'n Score It—free web-based IDPA, USPSA, Steel Challenge, SASS/CAS and PPC/Wa1500 match and scoring service RANGELOG.com—web-based management of shooting sports, including IDPA; bevat
persoonlijke scoring site en app Opgehaald uit
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